
There is no Climate 
Emergency!

So the coming climate lockdowns should be 
resisted with all our might!







Earth’s Geologic History
• Scientists note that geologically speaking, the Earth is 

currently in a “CO2 famine.”

• Geologic record reveals ice ages and ice houses have 
occurred when CO2 was at 2000 ppm to up to 8000 ppm. 

• Temperatures have been similar to the present day on 
Earth when carbon dioxide was up to twenty times 
higher than today’s levels



Greenhouses force CO2 to 1,200 to 2,000
ppm, 3-5 times the 415 ppm of CO2 in the
atmosphere. Because it causes plants to
grow bigger and need less water! faster.
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Worldwide food harvests are up
more than 30% over the last 30 years.
Bigger harvests on less land. Thanks
to CO2.
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Gore only told part of CO2 story





NOAA features temperature chart showing Earth’s history 
much hotter than today













Here is the whole temperature record since 
satellite monitoring began





The new temperature Pause lengthens: now at 7 
years 6 months – No global warming since 2014









The reality destroys the claims
After 100 years of 
climate change, 
‘climate-related 
deaths’ approach zero 
– Dropped by over 
99% since 1920 --
Meteorologist Anthony 
Watts













Climate Reality
• “Climate change is governed by hundreds of 

factors, or variables, and the very idea that we 
can manage climate change predictably by 
understanding and manipulating at the margins 
one politically-selected factor (CO2), is as 
misguided as it gets. It’s scientific nonsense.”

• – UK Prof. Philip Stott



97% consensus claims!? 
One of claimed studies found only 77 anonymous 
scientists made up 97% 

97% was not even 97 scientists!

UN IPCC Lead Author Dr. Richard Tol Rips 97% 
consensus claim: ‘The 97% is essentially pulled from 
thin air, it is not based on any credible research 
whatsoever’
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Climate lockdowns!? 2021 International Energy Agency’s 
‘Net-Zero’ report urges ‘behavioral changes’ to fight 
climate: 

‘A shift away from private car use…. upper speed limits’ 
& thermostat controls; limits on hot water!



UN Climate Chief Christiana Figueres laments 
U.S. democracy is ‘very detrimental’ in war on 

global warming

• Lauds one-party ruled China for ‘doing it 
right’ on climate change

• 'China is also able to implement policies because its 
political system avoids some of the legislative hurdles 
seen in countries including the U.S., Figueres said.' -
January 2014



Only fly when ‘morally justifiable’



Next up?! Your Kids! 



USA’s Climate ‘Solutions’ 
Future?!

‘Era of Constant Electricity 
at Home is Ending, says 
UK power chief’ —

‘Families would have to get 
used to only using power 
when it was available’



Global Warming Causes More 
Crime



Defunding Police is climate 
‘solution’?!







And if you Disagree with Any 
of this…

• You are a ‘climate denier’ and 
you belong in jail! 







Truth About UN Climate Panel 

• UN IPCC is “a purely political body posing as 
a scientific institution” - July 23 2008 - Dr. 
John Brignell is a UK Emeritus Engineering 
Professor at the University of Southampton
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